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Many Catholic artists worked in the Northern Netherlands in the seventeenth century, but only a few of them
expressed their faith in their art. Among them was Pieter de Grebber, much of whose work is Catholic in
character, in terms of both his outspoken Catholic subject matter and his use of light and staging. Most of
these works had a devotional function or played a role during Mass. Even though Catholicism had officially
been forbidden in the Dutch Republic since the Alteratie (Alteration) in 1578, this did not prevent
worshippers from gathering clandestinely. The Catholic Church thus remained active, especially in
Haarlem, which had an extremely energetic chapter that awarded many major commissions primarily
between 1590 and 1640.
No Haarlem painter profited more from this patronage than De Grebber who, in addition to great artistic
talent, had close family ties with the clergy. He received numerous commissions from many clandestine
churches outside of Haarlem as well, and painted some altarpieces for churches in Bruges and Ghent.[1] De
Grebber became the leading representative of a style of history painting now known as Haarlem
Classicism, which was inspired by the classicizing Baroque style that Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640) had
introduced into Southern Netherlandish painting. Stadholder Frederik Hendrik, whose taste reflected that of
other European rulers, favored this classicism. This may explain why he gave De Grebber major
commissions for his royal palaces of Honselaarsdijk (1638), Noordeinde (1646), and Huis ten Bosch
(1648–50) from the late 1630s on, just as the Catholic community in Haarlem was losing momentum and
local patronage was dwindling.[2]

Pieter de Grebber was born in Haarlem around 1603, the eldest son of the devout Catholic history and
portrait painter Frans Pietersz de Grebber (1572/73–1649) and Hillegart van Lijnhoven. His sister Maria,
whose daughter would later marry Gabriel Metsu (1629–67), and his brother Albert also became painters;
another brother, Maurits, took up silversmithing. In his Harlemias of 1648, Theodorus Schrevelius
(1572–1649) noted that Pieter’s first teacher was his father, “but Pieter de Grebber far surpassed his
father.”[4] According to Schrevelius, he went on to study with the renowned history painter, draughtsman
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and engraver Hendrick Goltzius (1558–1617), and with success, “for this Pieter de Grebber is as skilled in
devising inventions as neat in painting, and so deserves to be counted among the best painters of our
century.”[5]

Pieter’s father acted as an intermediary in a transaction between Rubens and the English envoy Sir Dudley
Carleton in The Hague in 1618.[6] Later that year, Pieter accompanied his father to Antwerp, where he
became acquainted with the famed Flemish master whose work he thus saw firsthand. Pieter’s earliest
paintings date from 1622, but he must have already been well known in Haarlem given that Samuel
Ampzing had praised the “de Grebbers” in a preliminary version of his famous city chronicle in
1621.[7] Seven years later, in the definitive version of his Beschrijvinge ende lof der stad Haerlem , Ampzing
again expressed his admiration of Pieter de Grebber as a history painter, mentioning not only his father, but
also his sister Maria, “Now I must mention Grebber and praise the father and son as well as the
daughter.”[8] According to Schrevelius, Pieter worked for some time in Denmark, although such a sojourn
abroad is undocumented.
Besides the Catholic Church, secular institutions also sought out De Grebber. In 1628 he painted the
magisterial Acts of Mercy for the Old Men’s Home in Haarlem,[9] and two years later the city council ordered
a tapestry design and a painting illustrating the conferring of the sword on the coat of arms of
Haarlem. Given these official commissions, it is curious that he did not enter the Haarlem Guild of Saint
Luke until 1632, and then, unlike his father, was never appointed to a guild position.
De Grebber was honored both in his native city and elsewhere. In Leiden (home of the painter Claes Lourisz
van Egmond, a first cousin of Pieter’s father) Philips Angel extolled De Grebber in hisLof der SchilderKonst (1642) for his mastery of human anatomy, especially his “manifold investigations and marvelously
close observations” of the changes the body displays when in motion.[11] De Grebber was also an art
theorist. In 1649 the Haarlem printer Casteleyn published De Grebber’s pamphlet outlining eleven rules of
art, which were taken largely from Karel van Mander (1548–1606).[12]

De Grebber never married. He died sometime between 24 September 1652 and 29 January 1653, the day
when his house in the Beguinage, which he bought in 1634, was sold. The will he had drawn up has been
lost, and no inventory of his estate has come down to us. In addition to paintings, De Grebber left behind
many drawings and a few etchings. Approximately seventy pictures are now attributed to him with certainty,
including about twenty portraits, a number of which feature prominent Catholic priests.
-Piet Bakker
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